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The Marvelous Thing That Came From a Spring

WHILE You Are Reading with Your Child

Introduce your child to the many spicy words in the story. Examples are: torsion, fragile, stumbled,
astonishment. Pause the video as you hear a spicy word and ask your child what they think it might
mean. If they are not sure, continue listening to the story and talk about the spicy words after you
have finished.
The "y" at the end of the word slinky makes the /e/ sound. Ask your child to think of other words that
end in y and make the /e/ sound. Some examples are funny, city, and body.

AFTER Reading with Your Child
My Own Invention

Selling the Slinky

1. After listening to the story, talk about how the
Slinky was invented on accident. Ask your child
questions about how it happened (the torsion coil
fell onto his desk as he was working), and what
Richard James had meant to develop (a device
that kept shipping equipment safe from choppy
seas).

1. Ask your child to imagine they are Richard
James, the inventor of the slinky. They have
taken their invention to many stores to try and
sell it, but none of the stores want to sell it.

2. Ask your child to think of an everyday object
they could turn into a toy. Provide paper for your
child to write their inventions. Ask them to draw a
picture and write a description of what the toy
would do.
3. Once they have invented their new toy, have
your child explain it to you.

2. Ask your child to create a poster that they
could bring to the stores to help them sell the
slinky. Things to think about: What information
should you include on your poster - what does
the toy do, the price, where you can buy one, etc.
Decorate the poster to convince people to buy
the Slinky!
If your child would rather create a poster based
on the toy they created in the first activity, they
can do that instead - or create an advertisement
poster for both toys!

